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WIRELESS SWITCHES

• After downloading APP, follow the prompts to register the 
account.

• The phone and APP pair need to use the same wireless 
router.

• Turn on the power of the controller and confirm that the 
indicator light rapidly blinks.

• Follow the prompts to select the controller model for quick 
pairing.

• If the controller is not rapidly blinking, follow the prompts to 
set the receiver to rapidly blink.

PHONE PAIRING

SWITCH ORDINARY PAIRING
1. Long press the key of controller for 3 seconds, the indicator 

light flashes.
2. Press down the switch key, the indicator light will go out, 

which means that the pairing is successful.
3. WS1018: If the pairing switch is push button switch and the 

lamp is dimming, long press the switch to adjust brightness 
of the lamp

SWITCH DIRECTION PAIRING
1. Long press the key of controller for 3 seconds, the indicator 

light flashes.
2. Quickly press the switch twice (within 0.5 seconds) the 

indicator light will go out, which means that the pairing is 
successful.

3. Rocker switch after direction pairing means always 
*upside--Off/ downside--On.

4. Push button switch left and right two keys as a group, press 
the right key to ON, press the left key to OFF. WS1018 in 
dimming mode keep press the right key to brighten, keep 
press the left key to dim.

SWITCH PAIRING

WIRELESS KINETIC  
DIMMABLE SWITCHES 
WORKS WITH ANY MAINS BORNE 
DIMMING SYSTEM.

Scan QR 
code to know 
how to install

ENERJSMART

Download
our app from

2 GANGS

1 GANG

3 GANGS

SKU Code: WS1024

SKU Code: WS1025

SKU Code: WS1035

Wireless & Batteryless Switch which is also 
dimmable. It can also be used via our 
APP ENERJSMART from your smartphone.

1.5A 
DIMMABLE RECEIVER
SKU Code: WS1033

1A 
DIMMABLE RECEIVER

SKU Code: WS1018
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